18:1-8 – The parable of the ______________________________________________________

Point: The key words are ______________________________________________________

18:9-14 – The parable of the ______________________________________________________

Point: God hears the prayers of the ______________________________________________

18:15-17 – Jesus blesses __________________________________________________________

Point: It’s not just a matter of having child-like faith; it’s a matter of ______________

18:18-27 – Jesus’ encounter with the ______________________________________________

Point: This is one of the great examples where obeying truth does not equate to ______

18:28-30 – Jesus affirms Peter’s observation that the disciples have left all to ____________

Point: This statement by Jesus refers (e.g.) to missionaries and ______________________

18:31-34 – Jesus warns the disciples what will happen to Him in Jerusalem: _________________

Point: Even a sacrificial follower of Jesus can be blinded by a _________________________

18:35-43 – In Jericho, Jesus heals a man who is ______________________________________

Point: The man was physically blind but could see ________________________________